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■ AFRO FASHION ASSOCIATION - WHO ARE WE?
Afro Fashion was founded in 2015 as a non-profit association, the first of its kind in Italy for the type of
initiatives it promotes: initiatives with a strong intercultural impact, including fashion events that see the
creation of fashion shows dedicated to Haute-couture, both at the Street-couture. The first Afro Pop Up
Shops in Italy, photographic exhibitions, exhibitions, fairs, conferences, laboratories, digital contests,
university contests, talent scouting in Africa between emerging designers and in the future the first AFRO
showroom in Milan, etc.

The main purpose of the association is to create opportunities for emerging designers, giving them the
opportunity to penetrate new markets and gain experience and notoriety at the international level.

Afro Fashion has decided to make this concept strong by organizing in Milan, cradle par excellence of
fashion, events in order to open a window on creativity resulting from cultural diversity; moments of
sharing, formation and reflection, in order to reflect the multicultural society and the geo-historical-political
situation of the moment.The association, in fact, opens its manifestations not only to African designers,
but gives space to all those who will be inspired by the Black continent, for the realization of their
creations. The association is therefore committed to creating fashion events and more, in which the
African roots blend with each other the other ethnic groups of the world to create new styles, new outfits,
new events in which at least the artistic boundaries are ever subtler.
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■ AFRO FASHION: THW FOUNDER
The Afro Fashion association was founded by current president Michelle Francine Ngonmo and vice president Ruth Maccarthy, who
both have a different background behind them.
Michelle Francine Ngonmo has Cameroonian origins, arrived in Italy at a young age is soon approaching the world of communication,
first with a Bachelor's Degree in Audio-visual and Multimedia Communication, then continued her studies with a Master's Degree in
Foreign Languages to increase her baggage cultural. After several interesting internships abroad, including one at the Belgian Ministry
of Culture (Wallonie-Bruxelles), she is engaged in various cultural projects: she is in fact director of All-TV as well as being president of
the Association of African Students in Ferrara. She is a speaker at many conferences in Italy and abroad and has held a course at the
University of Padua with international Master students. She is currently a Fashion coordinator of many emerging brand in Africa and a
visiting prof and external consultant at Laba Douala.

Vice-President Ruth Akutu Maccarthy, of Ghanaian origins, graduated from the Bicocca University in Obstetrics. Appreciating her
propensity and passion for fashion, she then decided to found her brand "African fashion wear" with the aim of promoting African
fashion in the world. The brand is in fact recognized for its way of combining warm colors and African fabrics with western accessories
and details. She is also the founder of Natural Black & Beautiful.
In an increasingly multicultural world a platform is indispensable where people of different ethnic backgrounds cultivate ideas and
projects together; within the association coexist and collaborate people of different origins, about thirty young people (Africa, Europe,
America and Asia), with a different background, a different culture, that together give life to ideas and innovative initiatives.
Through the association, we want to make the most of Africa by presenting it no longer as poor and needy, but rather as the "mother
continent", a source of ideas from which more and more creatives draw inspiration above all in the field of fashion. The project itself is
aimed at offering more opportunities to emerging designers, artists and photographers, allowing them to become actors and not just
spectators in the fashion industry. Michelle Francine Ngonmo.
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CAMon!
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY CARRIED OUT
By AFRO FASHION ASSOCIATION

■

GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF THE PROJECT

Context / introduction
Cameroon is considered a country with a strong political stability and within the Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa (CEMAC) enjoys a
leadership role. In the last 10 years it has had a sustained economic growth (4% on average). However, poverty is still at 37.5% and on the scale of the Human
Development Index (UNDP HDR 2015) is ranked in 153th place out of 187 countries. The unemployment rate among young people is very high, around 10%,
and even more so among high school graduates (27.1%), demonstrating the inadequacy between the educational system and the needs of the labour market.
In this context the culture, for the richness and diversity of the Cameroonian cultural and artistic tradition, presents enormous potential for the sustainable
development of the country. On the other hand, although it is also recognized at the political level (Cameroon Vision 2035) that culture is a means of generating
employment, economic growth and development, its potential remains poorly valued. In this context the "CAM ON! Pro-moving art and culture: capacity
building, social enterprise and education in Cameroon "(AID 10945 - CMR), promoted by COE in partnership with IFA - Artistic Training Institute, LABA Douala,
Archdiocese of Douala, LABA Brescia, Engineering Senza Frontiera - Milan, Afro Fashion, Dontstop architecture, in collaboration with Urban FabLab and with
the support of Direction of Development and Promotion of the Arts in MINAC - Ministry of Arts and Culture, Regional Delegation of Youth and Civic Education of
Littoral, Departmental Delegations of Youth and Civic Education of Wouri and Nyong and So'o, funded by the Italian Agency for Development Cooperation.
The project started on April 1st 2017 and is structured as follows: General objectives To contribute to promoting art and culture as a lever for the sustainable
development of Cameroon.
Specific objectives
1. To strengthen actors of civil society and Cameroonian publics in the ability to propose an innovative cultural offer, respecting tradition, and to enhance art and
culture as a sector of employment for young people and an engine for social and economic development.
2. Develop in young people skills and professionalism relevant to the inclusion in the market of the visual and plastic arts in Cameroon by integrating traditional
knowledge and technological innovation and digital culture.
Expected results
1. Active 1 Cultural Hub in Douala, with 3 branches in the country, social enterprise and reference pole for training, research, innovation, production and
dissemination of art and culture.
2. Strengthened the local actors of civil society and institutions operating in the art and culture sector in the management and promotion of artistic and cultural
assets.
3. 20 artistic and cultural enterprises promoted by young people supported in structuring or development.
4. 150 young people with academic training able to be competitive players in the fields of design, graphic design, multimedia and fashion.
5. The training offer of the IFA, the only institution of higher artistic education in Cameroon, has been strengthened.
6. 35 artisans, architects and designers able to produce eco-sustainable products integrating traditional techniques and digital manufacturing.

The macro project can be consulted for more information at this link: http://www.progettocamon.it/
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■

GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF THE PROJECT

1. Axes and activities
Axis 1: Development of institutional, managerial and entrepreneurial skills. R.A.
1.1. Activities
1.1.1Construction of the Cultural Hub in Douala including LABA Douala, 1 study centre, exhibition space, conference room, Fablab, co-working space. Output: 1 hub
building.
1.1.2. System of 3 cultural centres as territorial branches of the Hub renewing the environments. Output: 3 arranged centres.
1.1.3. Constitution of the social enterprise Cultural hub with core business the provision of artistic and cultural services.
Output: 1 cultural social enterprise hub.
1.1.4. Activating the Hub with conferences, exhibitions, research, different cultural events. Output: 1 annual program of the Hub.
1.1.5. Activation of local branches with activities of education in art and culture. Output: 3 branches of the hub with 1 annual program. R.A.
1.2. Activities.
1.2.1. Analysis of artistic and cultural supply chains determining the main problems and potentialities. Output: 1 analysis report.
1.2.2. Formation of counterparties and other local actors in the management and promotion of artistic and cultural assets.
Output: 12 strengthened organizations.
1.2.3. Advocacy and training for MINAC personnel and general population on the potential of cultural enterprises.
Output: 300 people trained. R.A.
1.3. Activities.
1.3.1. Selection, incubation and support for innovative cultural start-ups. Output: 10 start-ups initiatives. 1.3.2. Selection, structuring and strengthening of existing
companies in the field of art and culture to make them sustainable. Output: 10 strengthened companies.
Axis 2. Education and people capacity building. R.A.
2.1. Activities.
2.1.1. Empowerment of the LABA Douala training offer. with visiting professors, exchanges, joint training with other institutions. Output: renewed the programming of
LABA Douala.
2.1.2. Workshop on the emergence of African fashion on the international scene to prepare a contest for young designers and select 2 stylists and 1 support figure for
Afro Fashion Week Milano.
Output: 1 contest for 25 young designers; 3 young people take part in the Afro Fashion Week Milan.
2.1.3. Specialist interior design workshop for designers and architects, the teaching activity will lead to focus on a theme, propose a project and prototype it. Output: 1
catalogue and 1 exhibition, at the Sino European Innovation Institute in
Milan, with student prototypes. R.A.
2.2. Activities
2.2.1. Reformation of the IFA training offer with adaptation of the environments, 1 library, updating of the didactics. Output: 4 new options at IFA, 1 library. R.A.
2.3. Activities
2.3.1. African Fabbers School. Coordinated by Urban FabLab, the school will focus on digital design, digital fabrication and production of a product as part of a theme of
common interest. Output: 1 prototype 1/1 scale. Sustainability and added value elements are transversal conditions for all activities.
Direct beneficiaries are 12 organizations involved in art and culture, 20 artistic and cultural enterprises promoted by young people, 375 young people interested in artistic
training at a higher or academic level; 50 state personnel, about 8,000 citizens who use the services.
Indirect beneficiaries are the population of the cities and regions involved, more than 7,500,000 people.
The macro project can be consulted for more information at this link: http://www.progettocamon.it/
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■ PROJECT ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION CAMon! FASHION
The CAMon project! it is promoted by the COE association and co-financed by AICS (Italian Agency for Cooperation and Development). The Afro Fashion
Association has conceived and curated the Fashion part of the project focusing on the empowerment and capacity building of local skills. The concept is to do
scouting on site in the 10 regions that make up the
country, select a limited number of emerging designers, and give them the opportunity to participate in the workshop that took place over twenty days, during the as
professionals in the sector, they bring and try to teach Italian know-how to enhance local production and creativity in order to obtain a product suited to the needs of
an international market while maintaining their local characteristic. In fact, each participant at the end of the workshop, produces a piece according to the theme
assigned to him, and the leaders presented, the three best ones are selected by an external jury to be presented in Milan.
Our three-year intervention is structured as follows:
- First mission held between July and August 2017 in Yaoundé. During the first year we organized an information conference, involving local authorities (ministries
and Italian embassy in Cameroon), bloggers and designers present in the area. In addition to the conference, a casting call (written and oral exam) was organized,
which saw the participation of about 120
candidates, during which we selected 25 emerging designers from all regions of Cameroon.
Mission objectives
Sensitization of institutions, competent bodies and local designers on the importance of fashion as a factor of economic development. National press conference
organization and casting to select twenty participants for the workshop of the following year. Results: satisfactory all the press has spoken, the TV and the most
important local newspapers have written
about the work we do. Meeting with the Minister of Culture, the Minister of Small and Medium Enterprises, and Tourism Minister of Cameroon.
- Second mission held between July and August 2018. A workshop was organized on the necessity of Afro fashion on the international scene- contest which saw
the involvement of 6 professional figures in the sector from Italy (1 artistic director, 2 Fashion Designers, 1 stylist, 1 photographer, 1 set designer) and 25 emerging
local designers (including self-taught students and designers with ateliers) at the end of the workshop, which lasted about twenty days, a presentation parade was
organized with an external jury, and the first three classified were selected. The first will come to present his collection during the AfroFashion Week in Milan 2019.
Mission objectives
Organization of the workshop on the emergence of Afro fashion on the international scene, organization of the fashion show at the end of the workshop and of the
contest for the selection of the participants at Afro Fashion Week 2019
Results: Satisfactory items of interesting products, capsule collection presented during the Afro Fashion Week Milan 2018- 2019.
- Third mission will take place in September 2019 and will see the arrival in the Belpaese of the three best selected during the
second mission. The first of them will present a collection inspired by the theme of fashion week 2019: WATER AIR FIRE
EARTH.
Mission objectives
Allow them to compete on the international level, to live the experience of a fashion week and to understand the dynamics of the fashion system.
Results: In September 2019 the three selected designers came to Milan to show case their collection and were able to compete at the same level with the others
designers present during the fashion week. The result was satisfying!

Here are some photos to illustrate the missions already carried out.
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Mission First Year July - August 2017
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Mission First Year July - August 2017
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Mission second Year July -August 2018
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Mission second Year July -August 2018
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Mission second Year July -August 2018
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Mission second Year July -August 2018
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Mission second Year July -August 2018
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Mission second Year July -August 2018
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Mission Third Year July -August 2019
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Mission Third Year July -September 2019
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Mission Third Year July -September 2019
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Mission Third Year July - September 2019
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